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Table 1: Values of the planetary parameters of Jupiter.

Parameter Value
G

a (global parameter) 6.672598 ◊ 10≠11 ± 2 ◊ 10≠17 m3kg≠1s≠2

G ◊ MJ
b (126686533 ± 2) ◊109m3s≠2

MJ 1.89861 ◊ 1027 kg
Req

c 71492 ± 4 km
Rpolar

c 66854 ± 10 km
Ê

d 1.7585324 ◊ 10≠4 ±6 ◊ 10≠10 s≠1

fl̄ 1326.5 kg m≠3

m = 3Ê
2
/4fiGfl̄ 0.083408

q = Ê
2
R

3

eq
/GMJ 0.0891954

J2 ◊ 106e 14696.572 ± 0.014
≠J4 ◊ 106e 586.609 ± 0.004
J6 ◊ 106e 34.198 ± 0.009
≠J8 ◊ 106e 2.426 ± 0.025
J10 ◊ 106e 0.172 ± 0.069

Table 2: Req and Rpolar are observed at 1 bar. The value of the pulsation is chosen following Archinal et al. (2011).
(a) Cohen and Taylor (1987) (b) Folkner et al. (2017) (c) Archinal et al. (2011) (d) Riddle and Warwick (1976) (e) Iess et al.
(2018)

decreasing abundance of heavy elements in the Mbar region is the favoured solution to resolve this puzzle. We explore in
details the possibility to have such an element distribution.

Our final models are presented in §5. We first show that, without the presence of a sharp entropy increase somewhere
within the gaseous envelope, the values of J6 to J10 are too large compared with Juno’s ones, which implies to invoke an
implausibly large amount of differential rotation. Indeed, a strong entropy increase in the region of hydrogen metallisation
(around 1 Mbar) yields higher internal temperatures, allowing a larger amount of heavy elements in the central region (§5).
This in turn affects the high order gravitational moments and enables us to derive Jupiter models which satisfy both Juno
and Galileo observational constraints. We examine in detail the possible physical mechanisms leading to this type of internal
structure and discuss their implications for the physics of hydrogen pressure ionization. We also examine the possible amount
of differential rotation in Jupiter. In §6, we summarize and examine the validity of the major physical assumptions that have
been made throughout this study. Section 7 is devoted to the conclusion.

2 Method
2.1 Concentric MacLaurin Spheroids
Our Jupiter models are calculated with the Concentric Maclaurin Spheroid method (Hubbard (2012), Hubbard (2013)). As
demonstrated in Debras and Chabrier (2018), in order to yield valid models, the method must fulfill several mathematical
and numerical constraints, in terms of numbers and spacing of the spheroids and of the treatment of the outermost spheroids.
Accordingly, the spheroids implemented in our calculations are spaced exponentially, their equatorial radius is ⁄i = 1 ≠
(ei— ≠ 1)/(eN— ≠ 1) with N the number of spheroids, i ranging from 0 to N ≠ 1, — = 6/N and the upper atmosphere is
neglected1. In this paper, we examine which kind of model is compatible with Juno’s observations, provided the difference
can be explained by the maximum allowed amount of differential rotation, i.e. differential rotation penetrating down to 10,000
km (see Guillot et al. (2018) and Kaspi et al. (2017)). Said differently, we want the uncertainty on the J values obtained for
an acceptable model to be smaller than the one due to this maximum possible level of differential rotation. At this level, we
checked that 512 spheroids yield a sufficient precision and that using 1000 spheroids or changing the — parameter does not
significantly affect the conclusions. Deriving more precise models, fulfilling precisely all Juno’s and Galileo’s constraints
with smaller levels of differental rotation, however, requires at least 1000 spheroids to ensure that the discretisation error is
negligible compared with the other sources of error on the evaluation of the gravitational moments. The various parameters
used for Jupiter throughout this work are reported in Table 1.

1This implies an irreducible error of the order of 10≠7 on J2 and a few 10≠8 on higher order moments, which is negliglible compared to the possible
impact of differential rotation (Debras and Chabrier (2018), Kaspi et al. (2017))
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and I/(MR^2) = 0.276
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Figure 3: Jupiter’s calculated normalized moment of inertia in the core mass - core radius parameter space.

The solid lines represent constant core densities of di↵erent values (see text for details).
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Figure 4: Simulated Juno Doppler signal for anticipated perijove pass on 21 November 2016. The range

rate ⇢̇ is the projection of the numerically integrated spacecraft velocity on the Earth-Jupiter line of sight

at perijove.
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pre-Juno predictions:

Helled et al. 2011
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Compact core, Z=1

Yext
Zext Sext

0.1 Mbar - 93% RJ

90-80% RJ1-2 Mbar -- 5000-7000 K

5-7 Mbar -- 9500-10500 K 70-65% RJ

40Mbar - 19000 K 5% RJ

(a)
Compact core, Z=1

Yext
Zext

Sext

0.1 Mbar - 93% RJ

90-80% RJ1-2 Mbar -- 7000-9000 K

3-7 Mbar -- 10000-13000 K 75-65% RJ

40Mbar - 23000 K 5% RJ

(b)

Compact core, Z=1

Yext

Zext Sext

0.1 Mbar - 93% RJ

90-85% RJ1-1.5 Mbar -- 10000-11000 K

3-5 Mbar -- 13500-15500 K 75-70% RJ

40Mbar - 30000 K 5% RJ

(c)

Figure 5: Schematic internal structure of our final Jupiter models. Yext = 0.23, Zext = 0.02 as stated in the text. (a) The
modest entropy increase between the outer and inner envelopes yields a moderate helium increase in this latter, and an inward
helium enrichment in the diluted core (see text). (b) The larger entropy increase in the inhomogeneous boudary region yields
a supersolar helium fraction in the inner envelope, but then the helium abundance decreases in the diluted core. (c) Our least
favoured model. An increase of both helium and heavy element abundances in the inner envelope requires a strong entropy
increase, at the limit of what is physically achievable. A mixture of structures (a) and (c) is also possible, with a small increase
in both helium and heavy elements. The required �S would be comparable to (b).

boundary region between the outer and inner envelopes, which has the opposite effect on J4 compared to J2. Furthermore,
this boundary region between ≥0.1 and 2 Mbar has a much stronger contribution on J2 and J4 than the deeper region. This
stems from the fact that this region has a high mean radius, hence the mass of a spherical shell is much larger than in the 5
Mbar region, and the impact on J2 and J4 is enhanced. In consequence, a small change in the ≥ 0.1 ≠ 1 Mbar region must
be compensated by a strong change in the diluted core.

- Impact on the high-order moments (> J4). The high order gravitational moments strongly depend on the value of J4,
as shown by Guillot et al. (2018). For a given J4, the other parameters affecting these moments are the external abundance
of metals (as expected), and the mass of the central compact core. Changing the helium content within the inner convective
envelope has almost no impact, as there is a trade-off between the inner abundances of helium and heavy elements and the
entropy increase, without affecting the high order gravitational moments. Similarly, the position and extent of the boundary
region of compositional change is a second order correction to the J6 to J10 values. As a whole, we found out that the J6 to
J10 values are not much affected by the composition in the inner part of Jupiter, deeper than where the compositional change
occurs.

As mentioned above, we found out that some models with an inward increase of heavy elements in the envelope inhomo-
geneous region (ÒZ < 0) can fulfill all observational constraints (case (c)) provided the entropy change around ≥ 1 Mbar
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Debras & Chabrier (2019)

Liu et al. (2020)

Mass of the diffuse core is between 10 and 24 MEarth
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Interior and Magnetic Field of Uranus



Interior and Magnetic Field of Neptune
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Size Distribution 
Small Planets Are Common

Fulton & Petigura (2018)


